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Soirée SeaSon 
trendS
IT’s OffICIal! spRIng is in the air and an 
abundance of natural floral beauty is all surrounding. 
not only are the trees responding to the warmer 
weather, but so are our lifestyle choices, with lighter 
and more ephemeral tones on trend throughout 
fashion, homewares and events.

Blossom tones are particularly popular at the 
moment, with shades of blush, rose and cream 
all on show, especially for our spring weddings. 
Keep it fresh and exciting by incorporating a 
serious hit of luxe with rich gold tones and a slew 
of bespoke fabrics, such as sequined cloths or 
solid matt metallics.

The warmer weather has seen a sharp rise in 
the number of twilight soiree occasions and these 
outdoor events are trending with a look that is 
glamorous, elegant and very high end.

Transferring the look for a corporate event can 
be done with sleek black lounge furniture with 
the same gold and metallic accents. This brings 
a polished feel to the outdoors and successfully 
marries the last of the cooler weather with the 
longer twilight hours.

Styled eventS 
71-75 victoria St, WeSt end 
P 3852 3339 WWW.StyledeventS.com.au

Styling tipS 
with Brendan Cummings

Butler’S 
PantrieS
OuR ClIEnTs aRE loving butler’s pantries for 
their ability to maximise space while having a 
minimising impact. Everyone wants and could 
do with a space where everything is a little more 
organised. What people don’t realise is that a 
typical butler’s pantry is designed to have plenty 
of room to move and is not designed as a space 
saver. 

Over the last few years I have been evolving 
the traditional butler’s pantry into appliance 
pantries, walk-in pantries and appliance 
cupboards. You can even upgrade to a scullery 
by adding a sink and dishwasher to the pantry.

using items such as flush floor track systems 
to keep the transition seamless, you can achieve 
the look and feel of the butler’s pantry while 
working within a typical kitchen footprint.

With clever design and innovative 
manufacturing techniques you can include the 
most wanted features of a butler’s pantry without 
losing valuable space in adjoining areas to create 
a seamless transition between preparing the kids 
lunches to serving espresso for a high tea.

Sublime architectural interiorS 
P 3715 6009 
WWW.SublimegrouP.com.au

Kitchen DeSign 
with Kim Duffin

Perfect Party 
ready Skin
ThERE aRE manY factors that affect our skin. 
for example, diet, stress, hormone changes and 
incorrect products, which is actually one of the 
main causes for adult acne.

It’s important to understand that the needs 
of our skin change from season to season and 
year to year. using incorrect skincare products 
can actually cause breakouts and accelerate the 
skin’s ageing process! Who wants that?

facial skin is the most sensitive part of your 
body and it’s also the most difficult place to 
hide imperfections. You can avoid patchy, dry 
or blemished skin—just by getting the right 
products for YOu!

With party season ahead, drink loads of water 
and eat clean for a healthy complexion. 

finding the right products for your skin can be 
difficult, but now you don’t need to run the risk 
of using the wrong products on your precious 
skin and wasting money EVER again. Book 
your ‘Visia Imaging skin health assessment’ 
at Integrity and see the incredible results for 
yourself!

integrity Paramedical Skin PractitionerS 
the village, 15/1932 logan rd, uPPer mt gravatt  
P 3849 4111 WWW.integritySkin.com.au

SKin health 
with Claire Mason
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